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OlLEGE EWS

ONNECTICUT
VOL. 21-No.

Peace Group
Is Established

VIOL€TBBLL

M. Saintonge To
Speak Tuesday In
Honor of Horace

Organization Complete

M. Paul

The name, purpose, and organiza-

29.
Before the
of the constituEloise Thompson,
of those
Contact,

on the "Influence

Contact

who
Re-

Harris

'37,

Dorothy
Lorraine

chairman;

Dreyfus

'37; Mary Mory 'S8.
Committee:
Florence
McConnell
'38, chairman j Bernice

Publicity

Parker
'87; Marion Chandler
A membership
committee
created,
and Margaret
Irwin

'89.
was
'88

was elected chairman.
The next meeting, to discuss

the

Military Disaffection Bill, was postponed until May 19. Elise Thompson will lead the discussion at that
time.
The

name,

purpose,

and

articles

of organization
follow in full:
Name: The League for Peace Action
Purpose: The League for Peace
Action is an organization
working through

campus and communi-

ty groups

for the purpose of the
(Continued to Page 8, Col. 1)
---:0:---

FreshLnan Pageant
Saturday, May 16;
Announce Full Cast
The Freshman
Pageant this year
on M·ay 16 is to be a very much
modernized
tale.
The

version of an old fairy
author of the version is

Elizabeth Fessenden
so general chairman
committee.
around
the
with

three

queen.
The

The
story
conventional
princes,

cast

Smithies

the
the

centers
princess

a king,

includes

as

Sutherland,

'39, who is alof the Pageant

a

Katherine

king;
queen;

and

Caroline
Margaret

McCutcheon,
the chancellor;
Marie
Kaim, the messenger;
Nancy W cston,

the

Warner,

princess;

and

Patricia

Catherine

Hubbard,

Jean

Walbridge and Lawrence
Nominated for Speakership
Katherine Walbridge '38 and Barbara Lawrence '38 have been nomi-

of Representatives,

nated for the office of Speaker of
the House of Representatives,
which

mascot committee.
Barbara
Lawrence

college.
Katherine

Walbridge

hummers
Good

to
and

will be represented

supplement
evil

the

influences

by dances of
<Continued to Page 7, Col. 2)

was

Horace

on

scholar on Horace.
• M. and Mme. Saintonge, who is
a former resident of New London,

of the Studentgroup,

and

of the

presi-

Anniversary
Pageant this fall.
She
has been secretary of TVig and Can-

This past year

A few

she has been one of

the

sophomore
judges
Court,
president
of

House,

and a member

of Honor
Blackstone
of the House

ected

vice president
weeks

ago

for next
Barbara

elyear.

repre-

sented Connecticut
College at
Intercollegiate
Poetry
Reading

the
at

College.

Barnard

Eminent Speaker To
Dr. Hafkesbrink To
Be At Vesper Service
Speak on Germany
Dr.

Hanna

Hafkesbrink,

sor of German,
swer,

on the evening

Mary

Harkness

questions
after

living

Backes.

any

in Germany
enough peo-

The

will be the guests of honor at a
tea to be given by the French Club
Tuesday afternoon
from 4 :00-6 :00

like

particular

to have

bulletin

dis-

she should
leave them
b08]'(1

fOI"

speaker

at the 'i p. m. ves-

German Club Will
Present Political
Science Lecture

7 :30 in wtndhem
living room.
Dr.
Lande has had a brilliant
career.
He was formerly

streamers
will all carry out that
color scheme.
The programs
are
natural wood color with rustic print-

of the church and social

Choir, Orchestra
Present Concert
Thursday, May 7

The Connecticut
College
Choir
and Orchestra
will present a joint
<;oncert in the gymnasium tomorrow
evening, May 7, as a part of the recital series of 1935-]936. They will
be assisted by Ray Ballard,
pianist, and Alice Hope
Richardson.
organist.
The

program

to be presented

a member

teaching

staff

Hail to Our Alma Mater
and

Praise the Lord
Sarabande
Suite,

D-minor)

To a Wild Rose
(Woodland Sketches)
Sarabande
(Sixth Cello Sonata)

Bach

of Bach

Orchestra

Choir

of the

at the University

is

as follows:

Prussian
Ministry
of Education
in
Berlin, as well as a member of the i1rkadelt

science,

Orchestra

_
Ave Maria
Jesu~ Joy of Man's Desiring
Choi.r

Lande's
and

field

is

political

he is an authority

Chopin

in

service,
Federal
Council
of the school legislation and school adminChurches
of Christ
in America, istration. Because of this the speakin the reorganiwhose headquarters
are in New er was instrumental

Mendelssohn

.. Two Preludes
(C-minor and A)
011 Wings of Song
Orchestra

West .. Stars of the Summer Night
Bantock
Silent String8
zation
of
the
Prussian
school
law
City ..
Csecho-Slooak
Folk-Song
and
administration
under
the
ReMyers is a graduate of CoMorning Now Beckons
Dr. Lande was a represenUniversity,
where he also public.
(Arr. by Manney)
tati.ve
in
the
Prusaian
Ministry
of
as general secretary
of the

served
Y. M. C. A. for
thence

setting.
The dance might be called
"The
Violet
Ball",
for
mammouth nosegays, floral garlands, and

"The German School System as an Bach
(French
Expression
of German
Culture",
on Wednesday
evening, May ]3, at MacDowell

department

Mr.

Victorian
influence will pervade
the Junior Prom this weekend in the
form of an old-fashioned
garden

Choir

Berlin.
Dr.

lumbia

Joan Blair Chairman

Dr. Walter
Lande of Germany Dunkley
will speak to the German Club on

per
service
on Sunday
will be
James Myers, industrial
secretary,

York
any

cussed in more detail,
write them down and
Gertrude

11 in

room,

the war, provided

on the sophomore

to an-

of May

on conditions

she would

Profes-

has offered

points

music.

Forum

dle this yea"! and was recently

and as an added
of

Faculty

dent of her class and a member of
Cabinet during her freshman
year.

ple are interested.
If anyone has

a group

of

was the man- in Windham.
At that
time M.
is composed of the Speaker, all the ager of the Freshman Pageant and Saintonge will address the club inthe Cady Prize winner her first year formally in French on the subject
house presidents,
and six membersDuring this past year of "La Poeste Pure".
at-large.
The legislative power for at college.
maj or college-wide
legislation
is she bas been president of her class,
---:0:--vested in this body of students. Both a member of Cabinet, of the StuForum group, and of
girls nominated to head the House dent-Faculty
the mascot committee, as well as one
have been active in extra-curricular
of the Twentieth
activities during their two years at of the directors

Wilson, the three princes.
There will be large dance groups
attraction

of

Barbary Coast Orchestra Will
Provide Music for Dances
Both Nights

during the past yelir, Mount Holyoke bad a series of lectures s-howing and gold cords.
Ing the influence of Horace on difThe
eight
attractive
freshman
ferent literatures.
M. Saintonge was
waitresses,
Elizabeth
Parcells, Vivin charge of the Latin poet's inian Graham, Elizabeth Patton, Mary
fluence on sixteenth century French
Ellen Chrisman,
Dorothy Whipple,
literature
and particularly
on RonJean Lyon, Jane Guilford, and Ruth
surd and Montaigne,
his subject
Wilson,
will
wear
old-fashioned
here next Tuesday
evening.
The
dresses
of lavender
dotted
swiss
lecture will be
in
English
and
with full skirts and tight bodices.
everyone is cordially invited.
The Barbary Coast Orchestra
of
This lecture
was well received
Dartmouth
will fur-nish
music for
at Mount Holyoke and is going to
tbe dances both nights.
This orhe published
by Professor Gordon
chestra is very popular here, having
Laing of the Un'iverstty
of Chicago,
( Continued to Page 7~ Col. 4)
who spoke here last December on
---:0:--"Horace
and the Culture
of Today."
Mr. Laing is the foremost

'38.

Committee:

professor

Ronsa rd and Montaigne."
In connection
with the bimillennial festival
of Horace celebrated

search, and Publicity committees, as
assistants
to the regularly
elected
chairmen.
They are as follows;
Research
Committee:
Margaret
Ross '37, chairman;
Anne Oppenheim '38; Jcan Howard

Saintonge,

French literature at Mount Holyoke
College will speak here Tuesday,
May ]2, at 7 :00 P. M. in ·Windham

tion of the newly organized Peace
Group was presented
and accepted

announced ehe names
are to serve on the

Five Cents

Victorian Setting Features
Junior Prom This Weekend

Tht

N arne, Purpose, Committees are
Presented, Accepted at
Recent Meeting

Wednesday,
April
formal presentation
tion, the president,

Price

9, 1936

22

five years,

going

to Auburn theological semito Page 7, Col. 3)

(Continued

Education,
committees

on the federal
school
and in the Parliament.
(Continued to Page 8, Col. 5)

Choir

Alma Mater
Choir

and

Orchestra

co
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EDITORIAL
Editor-in-ehief
News Editor
Managing Editor
Senior Editors

An Open Letter to the Faculty of Conn.
College:
Everywhere

STAFF

Lucy Barrera
Norma Bloom
Theodora Hobson
Elise Thompson '37, Nancy Burke
Winifred Frank '38, Anne Darling
Elaine DeWolfe '39, Mary Maas

Junior Editors
Feature Editors
Exchange Editor
Art Editor

Winifred
Ranke

'37
'37
Well, spring certainly is with us for a very worthy cause and well
'37
'37 once again.
The welcome jingles worth the noise.
'38 announcing
the Good Humor Man
* * *
'39
ere heard quite regularly now.
We welcome the North inmates
Seale '37
back into circulation.
From what
Birch '37

* * *

REPORTERS

Priscilla Cole '37
D. Hazel Sundt
Louise Langdon '37
Frances Wilson
Janet Thorn 37
Hazel Angevine
Marian Adams '31
Jean Friedlander
Selma Silverman '38
Jane de Olloqui
Judith Waterhouse '38
BUSINESS

'38
'39
'39
'39
'39

STAFF'

Business Manager
Assistant Business Manager _
Advertising Manager
Assistant Advertising Managers

And have you seen the red faces
-c-end

we mean

red-

on some of

had

one grand

number?

Oh

yes,

* * ..

We hear
started

that Pal Williams has
a new club with this motto,

"Pledge a sweater a year for the
future veterans."
How's it coming
adong, Pal?

Botany Students Risk Lives
To Beautify College Campus
Have

you noticed

some sixty-odd

about with gouged
revolutionized
the established
mode of thought, be- girls limping
havior, morality, and standards.
An important factor arms and legs, suspicious-looking
in this amazing change has been the efficiency of So- gashes across their faces, and scarviet propaganda
and Soviet education.
Siguificance
let mercurochromed
designs
dec.lles in the fact that, through
these mediums, the
orating parts of their anatomy? If
achievement of a program which to a large majority
you're
an observant
person
you
seems fantastic
at best, is being accomplished.
have, and you've felt a tinge of
The relevancy of these remarks?
The past few
pity for those unfortunate
beings.
weeks have seen the creation of the League for Peace
But waste no pity
these girls
Action on this campus.
If it is to succeed it must
are valiant Botany
students,
who
have the sincere support of many wbo believe in the
willingly
braved tangled brambles
cause of peace, the plausibility of the peace program.
to plant trees for the campus! They
A lasting peace is possible j it can become as tangible
spent their lab periods last week
a reality as did democracy, woman suffrage or any
beautifying
the Alma Mater with
other of the numerous causes once deemed ridiculous
little pine treelets.
to the point of being heretical.
Those who enter into the work of the League
must primarily
have faith in the ultimate success of

With the aid of some husky (??)

NY A youths,

who dug the boles for

their cause. They must, moreover, educate themselves
to the very best of their ability on the different phases

will be the tools of the new Peace Group-through
these the cause of peace will be fosteI""ed.
--C-C-N--

these shade-producers
of a half century hence, they planted about 2400
baby
pines,
each around
twelve
inches in height.
Most of the trees
-or
the trees-to-be-e-are
situated
north of Windham
new dormitory.

and south of the

But to get back to the plantersthese brave Botany students.
They
did an amazing job!
The average
number that each girl planted was
50 trees.
The
record,
however,
goes to
Ruth Wilson
who came
through with 192!
A few other
tree-minded
souls did themselves
proud with 90'-5 and 80's, but the
gold cup undoubtedly goes to Ruth,
a symbol of 192 future spaces of
shade for Connecticut!

for the week of May 6 to May 12

Concert

,,"""

Gym, 8.00

Friday, May 8
Junior

Know loon, 9.00-1.30

Dance

too Late?
Saturday, May 9

We wish to make a suggestion regarding the procedure of nominations
now being held.
It seems
the whole matter is being too long and ~awn
Would not two days instead of the four now al-

lotted be sufficient in which to have petitions signed?
It actually is done in less than one day now, so why
not make this the rule?
And why were nominations started so late?
cording to the Student Government
constitution

Acthey

arc to begin the first Monday after spring vacation.
The delay this year has stretched
the whole matter
almost to the last week before exams, making class
elections
Elections

very late.
Committee

It is hoped that next year's
will start tlw baJJ rolling earlier.

Junior

Prom

Knowlton,

8.30-12.00

Sunday, May 10
Vespers,

Jam€!

F. Myers

Gym, 7.00

Monday, May 11
Music Club Meeting

Windham,

7.00

Tuesday, May 12
Education
Club
Fren.ch Club, Professor
Paul Saintonge
Tea and Lecture i.n French

Lecture

in English

206 Fanning,

4.30-6.00

Windham,

4.00-6.00

Windham,

Club, Dr. Lande

be accused of setting the pitch of not attending these
functions?
Could someone not say that because of
their lack of interest, students themselves
are less
eager

to attend?
Now I hear someone saying that it is not a "lack
of interest" which accounts for the empty places in
Faculty
rows at chapel hours.
And this fact has
been considered.
Nevertheless
it stands to reason
that when most faculty from other. colleges and univeraitles make it a point in their daily program to
be present frequently
at their own services, we can
hardly expect our faculty to answer that it is due to
a lack of time. Are Faculty as well as students beginning to use this excuse to cover up the real cause
fo-r their disinterested
attitudes?
Any student who has ever spoken before the
small group which ordinarily comes to Chapel, knows
what an inspiration a few Faculty can be. Bouquets
and other signs of gratitude
to these loyal handfuls
who do take time to come and sit in the last rows
frequently!
How many times have Dr. Lawrence,
the Laubensteins,
and Dr. Daghlian
brought
COlIl'age to a wavering speaker!
It is to them that we
sing our songs of hearty thanks.
But what of those others who seldom if ever
come for daily Cbarpel or Sunday Vespers?
Even
illustrious
speakers
from
the best
colleges
and
churches do not encourage them to stir from thei l'
radios and Sunday papers.
Yes, if the students are
to be accused of indifference, lei me here put in [!
plea for more interest on the part of the Faculty as
well.
Only through this sincere interest in our own
functions can we hope to build an institution of which
both students and Faculty will be proud.
'38

x
Dear

x

x

x

x

Editor:

The college recently acquired the fine' Carnegie
Corporation
Gi£t of a music Library
and the latest
model Capehart.

piano in the next
ed up very loud
then the narrow
that destroy the

to the public than allowed

to con.tinue this distortion.

Wouldn't it be possible to have the Capehart in
one of the dormitory living room-5, where it could be
used perhaps only a few hours a day, but under
pleasanter, more satisfactory
conditions?
'36
-C-C-NDr. Aldo Castellani, of the Royal

Italian

Medi-

cal Corps, in on the Louisiana State medical faculty,
but duties in Ethiopia have kept him from lecturing
this semester.
--C-C-N-_
The
basement

Windham, 7.30

room, so the Capehart must be turnto drown out interfering
noises, and
room sends vibrations back and forth
music completely.

Under present conditions this little cell containing its precious gift would be better if it were locked

7.00

Wednesday, May 13
German

of

basement of Branford one tries to listen to the fine
recordings, but someone is practicing
scales on the

Thursday, May 7
Choir

criticisms

However, where it is now installed
it is doing
more harm than good.
In the cell-like room in the

CALENDAR:

of the problem of Peace.
Finally comes the duty of
the dispersion of these carefnlly 'thought out, carefully planned doctrines.
Education
and propaganda

that
out.

time

I'

hear

ence of students of the college, there also has been
a new trend of question:
Why don't the Faculty
attend more Chapel and Vesper services?
Can they

while in seclusion.

Cry--Cooperation!

The story of the spread of communism in Russia
has illustrated
to the world the efficacy of the technique of assuring the success of a doctrine through
propaganda
and education.
A backward nation, led
by a minority, was converted to a social order which

Elections

they

go they

aimed.
But of late since there have been more than
an ordinary number of inquiries about the indiffer-

those ~ Th'err ot ber J ia If cer-taim J y I'IVe(I
balconies are very popular among in gran d styeJ a t P resr 'd en t BJun t' s.
the fortunate ones who have access I
' bet
k
d f S d
.
.
magme
emg awa ene
or un ay
to them.
At least we can lmaglOe b akf
b I
id t
d
,
,.
,
re
ust
y t re pres I en an enwe re on Bermuda s or Elorida s . .
.
ith h
Wh t
lif I
JOYIng It WI
er.
a a rre r
shores even if the hourly class bells T
b d ' ,
,I
00
a It s over, glr s,
do wake us from our reverie.
* * *
our fair.

Charlotte Sharp '37
Florence McConnell '38
Ruth Pierce '37
_... Virginia Deuel '37,
Katherine Fulton '37
Circulation Manager .. _. . . . . . . .. Lucinda KJrlanan '37
* * *
Assistant Circulation Managers .... Marjorie Webb '37,
Those poor Mary Harknessites !
Elsie Schwenk '38, Beatrice Enequist
'39,
Edith Frey '39, Emma Paterson '39.
What with the blastings at the new
Faculty Advisor
_. Dr. Gerard E. Jensen dorm-they
must go arouud with
cotton in their ears.
But it's all

The Age-Old

we hear

students

the Faculty.
No matter in what department
he or
she may be, each is subject
to be the target at
which justified as well as uncalled-for
criticism is

American Geological Society dug into the
of Harvard
Hall the other day and came

up with an impor.tant

find:

100-year-old

beer bottles!

CONNECTICUT

Commencement
Is Last Activity
Of Poetry Group
The

Poetry

Connecticut

Reading
College,

leadership

Group
under

of
the

of Dr. John E. Wells,

professor

of English,

is a voluntary

group
of
approximately
twenty
members, half of whom are in the
speech classes here.
It meets once
a week to rehearse for such performances
as the Christmas
Pageant, its parts in the Fireside Poetry Group,
Play, and
the college.
ty will be

lege appearances,
at Thanksgiving,
Christmas,
Easter,
and
in the

~I"""'''''''''''''''',,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,

Elizabeth Adams
Edith Agranovitch
Elizebeth Ayer
)fildred Beach
Beulah Bearse
Glovette Beckwith-Ewell
Helen Bendix
~{argaret Bennett

Frank.

Wig

and

Candle,

college

Dra-

\Villiam Everett Gee
Rutherford
Schwartzburg

Geraldine Bissell

Mayo Cahell

N erma Bloom

John

M.

Hauserman

Charles Doyle
Carl Van Dyke
Joseph Stokes
Curt Roehrs

Betty Corrigan
Margaret
Coulter

Hayward Marshall
Edward Dougherty
John Boyce Smith III
George Gebhardt

Ellen Cronbaeb
Dorothy Daly

Richard Zeisler
Al Herrup

Elizabeth

John Sayer
Jerry

Ira

LeFevre

William Gehle
A. M. Edwards
Carroll Lynch
Robert Eichler

Leonore Gilson
Katharine
Griswold
Dorothy Haney
Dorothy Harris
Elizabeth Hendrie
Theodora

Lewis

Frederick Gaugh
Peter Sheffield

Hobson

Ruth Holmes

Judd

Fay Irving

Harry Lang
John Newkirk

Hughes

Alexandra Korsmeyer
Barbara Martin

being made for improvement.
The following girls were elected

Virginia Peterson
Ruth Pierce
Margaret Anne Powell

John Buckley

Margaret

Jack Dreyfus

to office:
McConnell

Barbara

Lawrence

Assistant

'38
'38

Charles

Mary Reynolds
Lois Riley

'37

Busll '39

Business Manager
Marjorie

Beaudette

Publicity Agent

Eliza

'38

Bissell

---:0:---

Digest Offers Prize
For Best Letter On
Collegiate Movies
Two important

announcements

of

interest to students of Connecticut
College are found in last week's issue of Collegiate

Digest,

Simons

Jerome

Harrison

Donald

Erskine

Thomas

Garihan

Edgar

Rogers

Bogota,

Ossy Walke~

Cornelia Tillotson
Elizabeth Von Colditz

Richard Baker
Theodore Robi

Frances
Dorothy
Marjorie

Bernard

Thomas

Wallis
Waring
Webb

Lehigh
Brooklyn
West Englewood, N. J.
Clarkson
Harvard

Sappington

Yale
Harvard
Princeton
Princeton

Sayre

Joseph Roland
Robert

New London

Galvin

Roger

Margaret Wellington
Doris Wheeler
Helen \Vhiting

Harvard
Amherst

Wellington

Phillip Carr
Carl Dunham

R. H. Wallace Speaks

N. J.

Lehigh
Norwich

Everett

Leverich Hiscox
Edward Norman

Marion Taylor
Elise Thompson

The News'

New York
Schenectady

Paul Marsball

Treasurer
Secretary
.... Virginia Deuel '37 Elizabeth Smith
Manager of Freshmen
Elizabeth B. Taylor
Charline

Hartford

Chet Young

Prekop

help in the choice of a career, and
in the training for "it, thereby eliminating the trial and error period
often
so costly to the employer and
College of Law
employee.
Wesleyan
5. To advise with groups and inSchenectady
dividuaJs
in planning
conferences,
Trinity
research,
curricula,
etc.
Trinity
6. To carryon
research so that
Philadelphia
Rutgers
Scarsdale
New York

Slocum

New Milford

the
comparatively
recent development of cells valuable in measuring

To Science Dept.

Connecticut
College;
Dr. Virginia
C. Gildersleeve,
Dean of Barnard

College;
drews,

Dr.

Roy

Director,

Museum

of Natural
History;
Miss Anne
Morgan; Miss Dorothy Shaver, Vice
President,
Lord & Taylor;
and the
Presidents

of many eastern

Round

Table

colleges.

Discussions

During the day many round table
discussions
on the different
fields
of art in industry were held. Leading the discussion on "Fashion"
Elizabeth
Hawes, of Hawes,

was
Inc.

Miss Hawes has designed for such
well-known
women as Lynn Fontanne,

Mrs.

Grant

Mason,

Mrs.

That

giate motion pictures, the movie editor of Collegiate Digest is offering

bility of lighting homes by photuelectric

last of which are the mosb import-

a prize

of $10 for

the best

cells

within

possi-

twenty-five

letter

years is the belief of Dr. R. H.
offering constructive criticism or de- Wallace, able scientist and inventor
fense of the typical collegiate mo- of Connecticut
State College who
tion pictures.
This contest is open lectured to members of the Connecto both students and faculty mem- ticut College science departments
bers.
A second prize of $5 is of- Thursday, April 30, in New London
fered for the runner-up

in this

COD-

test.

Hall.
His

---:0:---

Wheeler
Doris
elected

is Song

Wheeler
song

Leader

'37 was

leader

for

recently

the senior

class next year and with this position she also becomes college song
leader.

subject

was "The

Measure-

ment and Recording of Light as ReIated to Biology" and he included
an explanation
cate
centIy

of the new and deli-

instrument

which

developed

He discussed
photo-electric

for

he has
this

re-

purpose.

the different types
devices and told

ant in that they set up their own
voltage and work directly.
Light

Editor of the Ladies Home Jour-nal ; J. C. Pape, Sally Victor, of

Sally Victor,
The round
is one of the biggest problems of
oration"
was
measurling, determining,
and eval uH.
Lenygon,
ating in the field of biology.
and Morant,

---:0:---

. I

Music Department

Recira

A recital by prominent
of the music department,

led by Mrs. Francis
Director
of Lenygon
and Chairman

of

the committee

on Education,

Ameri-

can Institute

of Decorators,

assist-

members ed by her husband, Francis H. Lenpupils of ygon, interior decorator and writer.

Mr. Weld and Miss Ballard,

will be

presented

Thursday,

14,

'[Knowlton.

There

May

Inc.; and others.
table on "Art in Dec-

Inc.

Mr.

Lenygon

in decoration

will be several

took part

and

PROM

Coast

FRIDAY,

Orchestra

MAY 8

9:00-1 :30

Couple $2.50
Stag
$1.50
All Classes Invited
SATURDAY,

MAY 9

8:30-12:00

Couple $3.00
Stag
$2.00
Juniors and Seniors only

Chapman An-

American

John D. Rockfeller, III, Gladys
light.
There
are, says Professor
and June Walker.
AsWallace,
three general
types
of Swarthout,
sisting
Mtss
Hawes
were
Carolyn
E.
photo-cells
which adequately
cover
Smith,
Head
Designer,
Vogue
Patthe field.
They are Selenium eells,
Caesium cells, and voltaic cells, the tern Service; Julia Coburn, Fashion

is the definite

JUNIOR

Barbary

these objectives may be realized.
The list of sponsors for its recent
conference
included
among
others President Katherine Blunt of

weekly rotogravure
section.
In connection
with an outstanding article on the "why" of colle-

there

The sun rose ausplcously on the
morning of May first.
In keeping
with tradition,
the Senior class assembled on the steps of New London Hall at seven o'clock.
Arrayed
in cap and gown and wearing
the

Relations, in
Norwich \Vomen's Professional
corsages
given
to them
by the
with
The
American
Columbia Uni. cooperation
Sophomores, the class of thirty-six
Case scbool of A. S. Woman's Association held a conf er- welcomed May Day with an approYale ence in New York on "Art Occupa- priate latin song.
tions in Industry".
The Institute
Middletown
Throughout
the day the festive
Philadelphia was established six years ago, and spirit prevailed.
The fresh strawNew York now has its Research Headquarters
berries served at breakfast
seemed
College, with
Troy here at Connecticut
to have a psychological
effect on
Holy Cross Mrs. Chase Going Woodhouse, pro- everyone.
Yellow and blue streamNew York fessor of economics, as "Managing ers wound around railings and posts
Director.
N. Y. University
helped
to maintain
the general
Objectives of Institute
Amherst
gaiety.
The objectives of this association
Hartford
The chapel service was held on
8re:
Princeton
the library; steps at the regular time.
1. To maintain
a panorama
of
New York
The Seniors gathered on one side of
women's
work
for
the
college,
busiWesleyan
the path, the choir on the steps, and
ness and profesaional woman.
Waterford
others opposite the seniors.
It was
2. To indicate the relation of colHamilton
an impressive scene.
and other courses
Mount Vernon lege, professional,
At twelve thirty-five the Seniors
to
particular
occupations.
Wesleyan
sang in the Quadrangle.
Then, in
3. To serve as a clearing house
Hartford
the evening they had a picnic under
for information
on women's work
Harvard
the hemlocks in Bolleswood.
The
and
education.
Middletown
day was ushered out with songs, but
4. To reduce the cost to business
Plainville
the joyous spirit lingers on.
and
industry
of "training
on the
N. Y. University
job" by providing
information
to
Wesleyan

Brud Brearton
Raymond Sarles

June Santee
Ruth Scales
Norma Bloom '37 Elizabeth Schumann
Moore

Yale
Institute
of Women's
ProfesAlbany
sional Relations Discusses
New Canaan
Art Occupations
Yule
New York
On April 25, The Institute
of
Middlebury

Floyd Taylor
John

Margaret McConnell
Elizabeth Mendillo
Janet Miller

17ice-president

Emma

I II

Warren Smith
John DeFriest
Herbert Coulter

matic Club, recently elected its officers for the year 1936-1937, which
should be an eventful year for the
club with its new membership
system in full swing and other plans

President
Florence
Vice-president

Norwich

Newman

Mary Berkman

Elizabeth Gilbert

Officers of Drama
Club Are Elected
For Coming Season

Hartford

Donald Chalker
Carlton Raymond
Stuart Holland
William Hahn

Dixon

Complete May Day
Celebration Proves
Colorful Success
tor of Conference

..,.....,..,,.....,,.,,"",,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,",,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,;

)fack Lane
Irving Siosberg

spring. Mrs. Ray also hopes to pre- Lorraine Dreyfus
Barbar-a Fawcett
sent a play "with choral speaking
ts vital part" as used in the W. P. Jessie Foley
A play, Murder in the Cathedral, Ann Ford
now on Broadway.
---:0:---
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Woodhouse
""""'''''''''p;;;;'''G;;;'t;'''';f''''J;;i;;'~'''''''''''''''''1 Mrs.
Managing Direc-

Nancy Burke
Edith
Burnham
in the Commencement
Charlotte
Calwell
in the readings
open to
Emroy
Carlough
This year the last activa part in the Commence- Dorothy Chalker
Kathryn Coleman

ment Play.
Next year the majority
of members will still be from the speech
classes, and there will be four col-

COLLEGE

in the re-

furnishing

East wing of Windsor

Castle

of

the

in the

of two-piano numbers and, as a Dovel-, early years of King Edward VII's
of ty, some concerto movements.
reign.
He was also called upon to

assist in the furnishing of the public
buildings
in the restored
city of
Williamsburg,
Virginia.
Others assisting Mrs. Lenygon were Nancy
V. McCJelland, Eugene Schoen and

William A. Kimbel.
Other

discussions

were

held

on

"Art in Display", with Polly Pettit,
Director, New York School of Display, as leader; "FJoristry and Floral Decorations",
with Dr. Charles
H. Connor, New Jersey Agricultural Experiment
Station, as leader;
"Lighting",
with George Ainsworth,
Ainsworth Lighting Co., as leader;
"Photography",
with H. I. \Villjams
as leader; "Stage and Costume and
Movie Design", with Lee Simonson
as leader; «Advertising",
with Ellwood \Vhitney,
Art Director
of
Walter
Thompson Co., as leader;
"Architecture",
with Eleanor
Lemaire
as leader;
"Handicrafts",
with William
"Illustrations",
mar as leader
with Walter
leader;

D. Phelps as leader;
with Gordon C. Ayj

"Industrial
Design",
Dorwin
Teague
as

"Museum"

Coffey, Curator,
as leader j and

with

Catherine

Newark
"Textile

i\i useum,
Design",

with Lucille V. Post as leader.
---:0:--To set a record, 7,883 Harvard
graduates
the Harvard

contributed
Fund.

last

year

to

CONNECTICUT
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COLLEGE NEWS

MALE ST'UDENTS
I SYRACUSE BARS
PREFER SPORTS PAGE
STUDENT UNION

·OTES

St. Petersburg,

* * *

any gal and a jug.
3. Their idea of the well-dressed

test given at St. Petersburg
J unior
Among instructions handed out to College.
the sisters
by a sorority
chapter
man is xtehatma
Ghandi.
'Vith a score of 60 set as "good",
4. The reason they don't wear down in Texas may be found the those taking the test averaged 41.5.
We aa: indebted to the Tbe president
hats is because the)' can't get them following.
of the International
Rensselaer Polytechnic, who in turn Relations Club, in his test, named
big enough to fit their heads.
5. Their line of gab sounds like is indebted to the Randolph Macon Hamilton Fish, Jr., and Robert )I,
Yellow Jacket for this information.
the Broken Record.
LaFollette
as the diplomats
who
1. Girls will please wear both proposed the Anglo-French
6. Their dancing is a cross beplan for
gentle- settling the Italo-Ethiupian
tweeu a )fexican jumping bean and stockings when entertaining
dispute.
a drunk with a bad case of the jit- men callers, except on Sundays and
---:0:--holidays.
ters.
QUOTABLE QUOTES
2. Girls are absolutely forbidden
7. They think that manners are
colJege boys,
the places you live in-and
her-s to date ditch-diggers,
"One may sympathize with strugd'oeuvres
arc what
you give to or other riff-raff.
3. Always
Ca,rolinian nine o'clock

waiters.

-The

* * *
It seems that

Brown

doesn't leave.
on expenses.

University

ed, what with Spring
-et
al.

patients."
"It is encouraging
that
so many
The Rensselaer Polytechnic would
people
are
dying
of
cancer."
Yale's
like to know what year the TwentiDr.
Howard
W.
Gaggard
goes
on
and Pembroke
eth Century began: January I, 1900
to
prove
that
present
cancer
mortallor January
1, 1901?
ity rates prove that the young fl ..
longer
succumb to the dread malaGIRL ENGINEERING
dy, that the end of the fight against
STUDENT WILL ALSO
it is in sight.

Program Is Given
By Choral Class,
Novel Orchestra
The

Music

Club

will

present

a

program
in Windham living room,
Monday, :May 11. at which Dr. Erb
will direct the choral singing class
in a group of selections.
Margaret
Sniffen '36, program chairman, will
present, by request, a return program by the Music Club's novelty
orchestra which won acclaim at its
last appearance.
The numbers
be revealed at the concert.
The program

will

for the choral

class

is as follows:

At Twilight

Friml

The Lass with the Delicate

Air

Arne
Songs My Mother

out lights
at gling youth," says Dr. Ray Lyman
urging higher
if your visitor Wilbur of Stanford,
medical
school
standards,
"but one
We must cut down
should sympathize more with future

turn
even

* * *

is worried about losing its title as
"The Singing College."
It seems
that 'practices aren't too well attend-

Taught

Me

STUDY MEDICINE

Pttjsburgh,
Pa. ACP-Not
content with the distinction
of being

Syracuse,

Fla., ACP-AI-

The Cowl (Providence College) though male students are markedly
of X ewrong reports that the results of a large
superior to co-eds in knowledge of
poll at the college show that stud- the world's affairs gained through
with die majority of men:
J. They expect too much
from ents there arc not against war to the new spaper reading, they still favor
extent that they would not take up the sports section and the comic
the women.
2. Their idea of a good time is arms if their country called them.
strips, to judge from results of a
Co-eds at the
niversity
vada have decided
what's

"Colleges are failing miserably io

with the

Confectioners

barred establishment of a chapter of
the American Student Union here.
In a brief statement V~ce Chan-

student

senates

Rudolf's
BeautyStudio
10 Meridian

Student
Union, declared
before a
group of students that his organization would support
a nation-wide
strike"

on April

M. F. Dwyer

22.

Finest Line of Sport Jewelry 500 to
$5. Chic Models of N eekwear $1.

---:0:---

in the hot country

in

a lecture

at

Rutgers

University.
To illustrate,
Dr. Scudder told
about receiving a calling card from
a man in Calcutta.
This man had
been flunked out of college.
In the
lower corner, after the name, there
was printed,

B. A.".

"Failed,

Roman

Stripe Hosiery 69c to $1.85.
Good Shepherd Varna.

of

India have a considerable weakness
for titles, degrees and other forms
of embellishments,
related Dr. John
Scudder

Street

THE SPECIALIT SHOP

NATIVES OF INDIA
LIKE TITLES, DEGREES
The people

Sooner or Later
Will Get in Your Hair

we

there is no need for

another group.
The decision was made after Syril Gerber, field secretary
of the

"peace

& Caterers

We serve a 65c Dinner every
evening

cellor 'Villiam P. Graham declared
that since a campus peace organization already has been set up by the

aiding students to apply what they
have learned cf theory to what they
need to learn of experience:'
J us-

"Beauty Is An Asset"

THE BEAUTY BOX
Rose Rieger
Dorothy
42 Meridian street

"Cleaners

Eileen

Shea

Ray
Telephone 7200

for Fussy

Folu"

CROWN

Cleaners
&; Dyers,
Inc.

Make ...

tin Miller,
.assistanb United States
attorney
general, states an educaschool of engineering,
which num- tional theory in the light of his exbers 601 students, Miss Lois Joyce perience.
plans to take an M. D. degree and
"Your professors are of the great
combine medicine and engineering.
company of liberal thinkers."
Dr.
"I want to carry the practical
Frederick B. Robinson of CCNY oftraining
of engineering
into medi- fers a word to freshmen.

JUNIOR PROM WEEKEND

Complete with a DINNER PARTY
at the Norwich Inn
(See Bulletin Board for Special Menus)

Cine," Miss Joyce says.
She feels
that because doctors today use many

"The theatre which has lowered
a great art to a disgraceful
level,
kinds of electrical apparatus,
know- even though the talents of misguidledge of electrical engineering
wiH ed playwright
or producer
are on
be useful.
occasion great, nevertheless
will be
---:0:--boycotted." The Rev. Philip J. Furlong of Cathedral
College
a sermon at St. Patrick's.

Y.-(ACP)-Be-

plans already made by a recognized
organization
on the campus," Syracuse University's administration
has

the only woman engineer-ing student
in the University
of Pittsburgh's

STrUDENTS MARRIED
UNDER UNIQUE PLAN

N.

cause "it is not in accord

Special

Room Rates

To Include

Breakfast

NORWICH INN
NORWICH, CONN.
A Treadway Inn

delivers

Phone 3180
L. G. Treadway,

---:0:---

Mng. Dir.

K. E. Pierce,

Res. Mgr.

Dvorak
When

Pittsburgh, Pa. ACP-Two

Love Comes to Stay

The Air is Soft

Coeme
Londonderry Air
Erb

which permits them to go back to
college without facing the necessity
of maintaining
a home.
Ellen
Jane
Wakefield,
18, and

Serenade
Dr.

Coerne

was the head

of the

Music Department
College until his

at Connecticut
death in 1922.

"The

Air" is arranged

Londonderry

stud-

ents have been married here under
the terms of a unique agreement

by Dr. Erb.

"Churches in Social Action"
Mr. James Myers, who will speak
at the Vespers service here next
Sunday is intensely interested in the
social application
of Christianity.

sity.
Their

parents

made

Action", outlines very practical and
direct ways of working toward a

ending their college careers.
The bride will [earn to cook, she

just and reasonable world.
gives some fine examples

says, so as to be ready to start
housekeeping
after graduation.

"Churches

in

It also
of the

ideals and self-sacrHicing, persistent
struggle
for right "social
action",
which some clergy and church people
have

pursued

during

when

religion llas been
---:0:---

these
under

years
fire.

Please Patronize Our Adver£isers

Send for "Hesulu.," a book of plaee.nunl fad,. pertinent
to ,"ollege Woltlen
mterellcd
in bu,.lnu:J opll!l1ina:J.
Sped.1
Coune vrdQively
for Cal.
Iqe
Wome., ,tarlS
Seplember
22 in
Boston a.,d New York.

•

University

students

Write

are

of the invitation

to attend
Heidelberg
University's
550th anniversary
celebrabion.

Olll"LY -

Be·

C'lI,u

COUI'U

Seeretar)"

for utalo,.

BOSTON ... ' .•. 90 Marlborou.gh Str ..et
NEW yORK ......•.
230 Park A~en ..e
Aln
and

petitioning
that institution's
President Nicholas Murry Butler to withdraw his acceptance

1Il"EWYORK SCHOOL

p,. Ihis "m .... ouu e July 13; be
read,. for e,rl,. placement ....b e n op_
portn.nilles ar e specially f • .,orabl ...

in

---:0:---

Columbia

145 COLLEGES

now laking secretarial training
• at Katharine Gibbs Schoolsprf:paring for important positions.
Calls from leading
organieationa, executives,
professional
men, for college women with
Katharine Gibbs secretarial training often exceed the supply of
available candidates.

the marriage

possible so that the students could
be pledged to one another without

booklet,

FROM

turn to the Maryland
College for
Women and the groom to go back
to his classes at Duquesne Univer-

Social

His

502 YOUNG WOMEN

Donald D. Hyland,
also 18, separated
after
the ceremony
in St.
Paul's
Cathedral
that made them
man and wife, Mrs. Hyland to re-

---:0:---

Syracuse University
has ordered
drastic
reductions
in membership
for three junior "honorary"
societies.

I

",DUrNIl for ,repantor)"
hlah uhool graduates

KATHARINE
GIBBS
SCHOOL

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

,~~ ~t.~..J
JA

XX
XX
XX
~~

558 MADISON

XX
XX

Invites You To A Showing of

xx

~~
xx
~~

xx
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xx
xx
xx
xx

Summer Varus
Slletiands

XX
xx
xx
xx

XX

aud Matelling

Tweeds

Thursday,
May 14th

at the HOMEPORT

~~

xx
xx

AVENUE, NEW YORK, N. 1'.

From 10.00 A.M. to 7.00 P.M.
in and see our new imported Austrian and
Frencb yarns ... pure linen yarns..
nubby cottons
and wools in wide variety and unusual colors.
Come

Knitting lrutructioru

to

Your MSfUure with Purchase of Yarn

XX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

~~
XX
XX
XX
~~

XX

xx
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~~
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~~
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Dr. Adolph Tells
Bureau To Sponsor Play
Writing By College Students Of Dietary Habits
Widespread encouragement of new
playwrights
was provided yesterday
with

by Theresa

the announcement

Helburn,

against

one of the heads of the

Theatre Guild, that she has organized a bureau
which will award
prizes
and fellowships
to college
students
and
recent
prove that they can

alumni who
write plays.

The bureau's
functions
will start
immediately
and detailed infcrmation concerning
the plan will be
made available to colleges and un iveraities throughout
Miss Helburn,

the country.
challenging
the

motion picture companies on the report that Hollywood is attempting
to submerge the theatre,
found a
complete answer in the response to
her proposal
from Paramount,
CoJumbta,
Metro-Goldwyn-Maycr,

I

future

Qualifications
ing

"Economic

royalities.

pressure

has

the Prom

stop at the

OLYMPIA

Of People in China

of "these sums will be considered an
outright gift and part an advance

After

Riding Club Plans
For Coming Meet

forced

Councilor

cussed,

A fellowship or scholarship may the Chinese to be vegetarians," said
Dr. William Adolph, professor
of
be substituted lor a prize at the disbio-chemistry
at Yenching Llnivercretion of the director, or msy be
sity, Perking, China, when he spoke
given to promising writers independat Connecticut
College yesterday
ent of the prize award.
afternoon.
"Since
the
Chinese'
"These payments
afford an oppeople have been feeding themselves
portunity",
Miss Helburn said, "to
for many centuries longer than we
bridge young talent over a critical
have, perhaps we would do well to
financial period during which they
study the habits which they have
will be free to develop their abi.liformed through thousands of years
ties, instead of being forced into
of unconscious experimenting."
salary jobs and thus lost to the
Dr. Adolph made several sta-lktheatre.
This will be a realization
ing statements
concerning
dietary
of an aim which many of us in the
habits in China. About 65 percent of
theatre have long cherished."
the average person's daily food is
Miss Helburn, who for years. has
cereals and legumes; in the United
worked on the most friendly terms
with many leading dramatists,
ex- States that class of foodstuffs makes
up only twenty-five percent of the
peets to rely on them for aid and
diet.
United States, however, uses
counsel in helping
the upcoming
a great deal more animal products
writers.
It may even be advisable
than China can afford to use.
In J
in cerbain cases to ask for definite
discovering the soy bean as an inpoJiaboration from experienced men
expensive substitute
for some ani-I
for these beginners, an arrangement
mal products,
China has made a
which should prove mutually
adwor-th-while
contribution
to world 1

and

were
plans

read
for

and

the

Tuesday

evening,

ROOM

Street

dis-

Riding

Meet were made at the Riding Club
meeting,

TEA

235 State

for the rank of Rid-

THE

:May 5, 313 state

in Fanning
Hall.
In the list of
qualifications
for the position were
a knowledge of bareback riding and
of jumping, and it was decided that
a gJrJ may work off the requirements in credit classes if she so de-

ELEANOR

SHOP
Phone 2-3723

SL

oll'ertng
Reasonably Priced IJngerle, Hosiery,
Knit Wear and Gift Novelties
Womrath Circulating Library

Smart Shoes for Sport

and Dress

sires.

In the Riding Meet to be held the

ELMORE

afternoon of May 18, Fathers' Day,
there will be a cup presented in the
Children's
Good
Hands
Event.
Committee chairmen were' elected as

SHOE

SHOP

Next to \Vhelan's

L. LEWIS &: CO.
Established

follows: Ground, Patricia Hubbard;
Publicity, Leonore Walser j Decors-

1860

China, Glass, SUver
Lamps and Novelties

tion, Greta

Anderson.
State and Green Streets
Nominees
for President
New London. Conn.
Nominees for the office of pres iTwentieth
Century-Fox,
Universal,
dent are Jane Hutchinson, Patricia
Warner Bros. and RKO.
As a reSENIORS
Hubbard,
Charlotte
Sharp,
and COLLEGE
sult, Miss Helbum will he director
Presently
you
will
be
seeking posiFrances Blatch.
Elections will be
of a bureau sponsored and financed
tions. Obviously many young women
held at the next meeting.
in your graduating
class are considby a group consisting of one repreering a career in certain fields in
---'0'--sentative from each of the motion
which employers, generally, demand
University
of· ~rkansas
physic- definite skill in shorthand and typepicture companies.
An Intensive
Secretarial
logical chemists
have found that writing.
Course for College Women is also
Sponsors are College People
vantageous.
industry and nutrition. Some of the blindness caused by growth of cat- available at The Packard School.
,
The sponsors and the companies
F or Broa dway Producti
.
ro ucnon
products
obtained
from
it
are aracts follows a deficiency of vatuSIX WEEKS' SUMMER SESSION
they represent are Richard Aldrich,
June 29 to August 7, 1936
Columbia; J. Robert Rubin, MetroIf a p!ay, either as submitted ~r sprouts, flour, soy bean milk, and; min C.
for which the tuition is $39. The
·
as re-written after conferences,
10 cheese.
They contain a remarkably
---:0 :--Packard
Method of Individual AdGoIdwyn- Mayer; Russe 11 H 0Iman,
the judgment of the director war- high quantity. of protein.
ExperlThe Yale Unlverslty
swimming vancement and Attention affords ColL e t a Bauer, RKO ;
P aramoun; t
lege Women an opportunity to enter
indicate team recently
won its 1515t sue- practically
kli
U d
d'r
'ti tl rants
Broadway
production,
Miss ments to date, however,
any Monday during June.
n erwoo,
wen Ie I
.
.
F, ran In
victory
in intercollegiate
'II' d S M K
Helburn will arrange WIth her spon- that even the best possible vege- cesslve
.
cay,
Century- F ox ; W I Jar
THE PACKARD
SCHOOL
by beating
'
I
J
b W'lk W
sors for the play to be produced by tarian diet is less effective than a dual-meet competition
Founded 1858
aco
I,
erner
U nrversut ;
a manager of standing.
253 Lexington Avenue at 35th Street
typical
omnivorous
diet as to its Harvard,
45 to 26.
B res.
New York City
effect on growth, reproduction,
lac"It' IS meres,
int
ti
t
te" M'
All
plays
purehased
by
or
through
mg 0 no e,
ISS
.
RegLstered by the Regents ot the Unl·
lb
"'I t II f tl
the efforts of the bureau shall be tation, and resistance to disease.
verslty ot the State ot New York.
lese
H e urn 0 bserve, d ...,la a 0
Fresh Flowers Daily
.
bought on the terms of whatever
Differ
from
United
States
representatIves
are college people
'
I d tl
. contract may be adopted as a reDr.
Adolph
asserts
that
the Our COI'8a!:,es Speak For Themselves
w Ilose a 1rna rna t ers mc u e Ie unlSCHOOL OF NURSING
't'
of H
d P'
t
sult of the negotiations
now pend- Ohinese people are in some respects
FELLMAN
&: CLARK
verSl les
arvar,
rlDce on,
of YALE UNIVERSITY
.
ing between the League of New more advanced than the people in
Crocker House Block
Tel. 5588
Yale, Denver, Syracuse, Mmnesota,
"
York Theatres
and the Dramatists
A Profession
for the College ,Vontan
United
States.
The
oiled-paper
an d B arnar. d
'
H Ib
1
If
B
Guild. In case of the failure of the windows which are used in China
The thirty months' course, provid·
J:MISS
e urn lerse
is a
ryn
ing an intensive and varied exper·
Dramatists
Guild to come to an transmit the vitamin D of sunshine
HOMEPOR
T
ience through the case stUdy method,
M awr a Imnna.
leads to the degree of
glass
'I
II d "A B
f agreement with the League of New much better than ordinary
ureau 0
.
T entatIve y ca e
Luncheon 35c
., M' H Ib'
York Theatres,
the contract of the windows do. The Chinese have a
Master of Nursing
ISS e I urn s organ.
N ew PI ays,
Delivery up to 10
't'
'II If'
th League of New York T.heatres WIll lower, more efficient rate of basal
A Bachelor's degree in arts, science
Iza IOD WI lave or ItS purpose
e
Phone 2-2980
or philosophy from a college of ap'
f'
d
be used. Miss Helburn said she was metabolism.
Strangely
enough,
dlscovery, ostermg an encourageproveu standing is reqUired for ad' ,
1
'
h confident, however, that the nego- blood pressure of both Americans
mission. A few scholarships availament 0f new wntmg ta ent III t e
ble for students with advanced quali'II tiations will bring an agreement and of Ohinese is lower in China
MISS
O'NEILL'S
SHOP
b
leatre.
0
t
at
en
.
e
ureau
WI
tl
T h
d th
fica.lons.
'
d f II
satisfactory
to both managers and than it is in the United States~ 43 Green 81. Tel. 2-4244 New London
oif er anum b er 0 f prIzes an
e owFor catalogue and Information
'd'
d
d
dramatists. The purpose of the bu- Whether that is due to climatic conYarns-KnItting
Supplies
address:
s Iups to aeere Ite stu ents or re.l\Unerva,
Bear
Brand.
Good
Shepherd
reau will be to consider plays for ditions or to varying degrees of selfTHE DEAN
d
and
other
Brands
of
good
<luaUtles.
h
II
cent gra d uates 0 f t e co eges an
,
, '
f h
legitimate production only. The mo- .control, has not been determined
YALE SCHOOL OF NURSING
Needlepoint Patterns,
also Tapestr.y
umverSItIes () t e country.
Yarns and Hemstitching
New Haven, Connecticut
1
tion picture companies
sponsoring
Considering
the great agricuJturaI

I

'
TYPfes$of Pays I 'II b the bureau sball have in rotation the
. iJ ege 0 f fin ancmg
'
SIX prIzes 0 500.00 eac I WI e prlV
t h e pro d ucawarded annually for (a) the best, tIOn 0 f tie
I pays.
I
Sb0uld tIe
I pays
I
play of human relations,
either a b e deeme d smta
'bl e for motIOn
'
'
plCcomedy or a drama on a romantic
d'
th
I
f
h
ture pro uctIOn,
e sa e 0 t e moor domestic theme; (b) the best play, tlOn picture
,
'ht s WI'll b e governe d
rIg
on a social theme;

(c) the best melo-

drama; (d) the best faree; (e) the
best satiric play, and (f) the best
character

these

right payments,
apart

modern

or historic.

categories

frequently

Recommendation
All manuscripts

from College
submitted

have

attained

level

of nutritional
efficiency.
___
:0:
_

a

remarkably

high

and will be entirely

from the subsequent

royalities

to be paid, should the prize play be
recommended

and accepted

for pro-

The bureau

and Scholarships
will also have avail-

able annual fellowships
and scholarships

be accompanied

to the

ate students

of any

well

as by graduates

years of their leaving
Miss Helburn
said

university,
within

of $2,500.00

of $1,200.00

which

will be given to writers of promise
who need financial assistance.
Part

to the whole legitimate

theatre.

The Crocker House

as one is invited.
---:0:---

Cfisher) Cflorist

three

universities.
the new bu-

reau should be of constructive

duction.

Fellowships

bu.reau must

Compliments of

Roma Gans To Speak
To Education Club

There will be an Education Club
by a meeting on Tuesday, May ] 2, from
from the head of four-thirty
over18lp, it was explained by Miss recommendation
till six in 206 Fanning
Helburn that the dominant note in the drama or English department
Miss Roma Gans of the School of
plays will determine
the classifica- of the college where the student has Education
of Columbia
University
worked.
Manuscripts
may be sub- will speak on "Elementary
Education.
or gradu- tion in Progressive Schools. EveryThe pr.izes will be considered out- mitted by undergraduates
While

play,

b Y t h e same contract.

and economic difficulties with which
the Chinese have had to cope, they

value
She

A plan

is now being

formulated

in Paris to set up loan exchange between 1,000 students in the United

and France.
---:0:--stressed the fact that her work in
A City University,
embracing all
connection
with
the new bureau
would not in any Wiay interfere with of New York's schools, has been
her present managerial duties in the proposed by Hunter and NYU authorities.
Theatre Guild.

Send Flowers for Mother's

Day

States

Flowers by Wire to All the World
Telephone

,

3358

CONNECTICUT

6

COLLEGE

NEWS

A spinster

in honor

dinner

of

Jean Young was held in the closing
hours of the North quarantine.
At
six o'clock on Thursday
the guests
gathered in the drawing room. The
guest of honor, wearing a smartly
tailored chiffon gown, entered
the
salon on her roommate's arm. They
were followed by a procession
of
formally dressed "positives."
Prominent
among the decorations

prayers,
(rolling pin, dishcloth, etc.)
The oivilized
table appointments,
the centerpiece
of Marg McCulloch's
roses,
and
Pal
William's
placecards,

added

to the formality

With Miss Oakes's

cigarettes and demi-tasses came a
toast to Jean and her fiance, Mr.
Arnold C. Pierce;
after which we
adjourned
to the terrace in favor
of the press photographs.
Every
one looked exceptionally
well after
a week under Dr. Scoville's care.
Following her advice, much of the
time was spent out of doors (d.
Ginger Ewer's and Sara Bow~an's
sunburns)
typical

as may be seen by our

day.

9 :45 A. M.

We breakfast

on de-

licious scrambled
cggs a Ie Anne
Gildersleeve,
and on toast by Fran
Walsh.
10 :00 A. M.

We rush

to throat

and chest
inspection
by doctor.
(Thirteen
sighs of relief as we all
pass. )
10:15

A. M.

Jim

arrives

loaded

with mail.
10 :30

A. M.

Attired

in shorts

and slacks we divide according
to
interest.
Carman Palmer to make
a record of 2 home runs on the baseball
diamond-Anne
Gildersleeve
and Midge Mehl to vie for golf
honors-Others
to dig in the garden
under the supervision
of Botanist
Rothensies.

EINSTEIN THEORY
FIRST ADVANCED BY
EDGAR ALLEN POE

indicated that women should develop their own abilities to work and
play-whether
in the field of Egypt-

electricity
combine to form solid
matter, a development of his theory

verse-in
other words,
by which
Matter is manifested to Mind-that,

of electrical
of space-has
Allan Poe's

for all merely argumentative
purposes, we are fully justified in aspolitics than have men.
suming that matter exists only as
In the field of human relations a
attraction
and repulsion-that
atcollege education
is valuable, the
traction
and repulsion arc matter j
speaker said, because--she
cited stathere being no conceivable case in
tistics--college
educated
women,
which we may not employ the term
once married, tend to stay so. In
'Matter'
and the terms 'Attraction'
other words, divorce among college
and 'Repulsion'
taken together,
as
women is much rarer than in the
equivalent
and, therefore,
convertcase of non-college women.
ible, expressions
in logic."
---:0:-----:0 :--A thousand farm boys will attend
Elmira College students recently
Louisiana State University this year
reminded
President
Roosevelt
that
without paying a cent for tutltiou,
Grant told Elmira students in 1869,
books, board, or room.
"To be president is like cakes being

by Prof.

Julian

1. Lindsay

of the

University of Vermont.
Poe's work defined gravitation
as
attraction,
which he calls the prin-

,

ciple of the body, and electricity as
repulsion
of the principle
of the
soul.
Poe.

No other principles
All are referable

exist, says
to one or

the other of these two, which stand
for the material
and the spiritual
principles of the universe.
"Discarding
now the two equivocal terms"-to
quote from 'Eureka'
-'1et
us
expression,
aton'.
latter

adopt the
'attraction'

terial, the other the spiritual
ciple of the Universe.
No
principles

exist.

All

prinother

phenomena

ology,

medieval

Chinese

paintings,

or badminton.
Dean Gildersleeve explained that
with the ever expanding
field of
government
there is ample opportunity for women in civic life. "'omen, she said, have more leisure for

---:0:---

more definite fried
and 'repul-

The former is the body, the
the soul; the one is the rna-

exact

test

BON TON

ACP-Einstein's
gravitation
and

bridges between shells
been related to Edgar
prosc poem "Eureka"

ACP-An

IMP

are referable to QIliIe,or to the other,
or to both combined. So rigorously
is this the case, so thoroughly
demonstrable
is it that attraction
and
repulsion
are the sole properties
through which we perceive the uni-

Burlington,
Vt.
latest theory-that

New York,

for determining
whether or not a
ACP-Gliding
is beginning
to
person thinks scientifically has been
come into its own as an American
devised by Prof. Victor H. Noll of
college sport.
With the advent of
11 :45 A. M. Shift number three
Spring, campus enthusiasts
all over Rhode Island State College.
serves luncheon today.
The test consists of ten questions,
the country
are dusting off their
12:30 P. M. We draw for partgrouped-by
the examiner into
motor-less
planes
preparatory
to
ners at bridge.
related pairs.
looking up an enterprising
air cur1:30 P. M. We try to attain Ann
The
first
and
second
rounds
of
rent.
Oppecberm's proficiency at doubleSend Flowers For
must
Kent State pilots, who banded toMother's
Day
dutch with President Blunt's gift, a the spring tennis tournament
be played off by Wednesday,
~fay gether in 1933 and bnilt the world's
We telegraph flowers around the
jump-rope.
world
with a
2 :00 P. M. Again we divide ac- 13, or the players will have to de- largest glider, a two-seater
FELLMAN
&: CLARK
fault.
wing
spread
of
47
feet,
are
hoping
cording to interests;
Shirley Sack186 State Street
Tbe
finals
of
the
fall
tennis
tourto
get
confirmation
of
an
unofficial
ett and Fran Walsh to Russian Bank
will be played
at four world record.
On one of its 1935
-Pal
'Villiams,
French
book in nament
o'clock
on
Thursday,
May
7, in- flights,. the ship
climbed from a
hand, to join the hard working sun
stead
of
at
three
as
previously
anstanding
start
to
1700
feet in one
worshipers.
On dull days walking
nounced.
The
finalists
are
Betty
minute
and
one
second,
carrying
two
parties head for uninhabited regions
Vanderbilt
and
Theodora
Hobson.
men.
The
Kent
club's
glider
has
while Bobby ~Mc:Master stays home
The
tennis
managers
who
have
made
1,000
flights
without
an
ecctto knit the little pink things that
turn out to be baby booties for her been selected for this spring are: dent.
Senior,
Jean
Vanderbilt;
Junior,
An ambitious
endurance
flight
niece.
Norma
Bloom;
Sophomore,
Katherprogram
is
being
planned
by
Wash5 :00 P. M. We renew our acFreshman,
Kathryn, ington State glider experts.
They
quaintance
with hopscotch,
jacks, ine Walbridge;
Ekirch.
want
to
keep
a
ship
in
the
air
so
long
marbles, and London Bridge.
___
:0:
_
the pilot will have to be refueled5 :30 P. M. We dine (shift num'with coffee and sandwiches.
SHOULD GIRLS BE EDU·
ber four on duty).
The University of Wisconsin goes
CATED?
ASKS
DEAN
6:15 P. M. Dance exhibitionthe field one better with its glider
Palmer and Rothensies
render the
Milwaukee,
Wis. ACP-"Should
school-a.
one-man enterp rise owned
Ptccolino ; Bowman and Ewers, the
girls be educated?
If
so, why, and and operated
by Robert M. Lee,
Shag.
how far?"
freshman engineering student, who's
6:30 P. M.
We receive at safe
Thus pondered
Barnard's
famed paying part of his tuition with the
distances.
Between
callers,
Jean
Dean Virginia C. Gildersleeve
in a proceeds.
Lee soloed at 15, and bad
and Margie play another round of
Lucky figures! So easy to mold
discussion with trustees, faculty and 1 earned a department
of commerce
hopscotch.
to the Mode, to keep hips from
guests of Milwaukee-Downer
Sem- license by the time he was 17.
spreading, to look lovely alway.,
7 :30 P. M. Text books rear their
IF you wear an
inary recently,
---:0:--ugly heads and for a while we nc..
Answering
her own questions in WELLESLEY GIRL IS
ally observe quiet hours.
Life
NOW AVIA TION CHIEF
10:30 P. M.
We retire after a tbe talk she caned "Making
More
Interesting",
Miss
GilderTU-WAY LASTEX
snack.
sleeve summed up hey views with
Nanking,
China,
ACP-The
miliby
II :00 P. M.
Lights out.
As
the remark that 'she believed the pr i- tary air bureau of China has a new
we fall asleep we wonder how many
,mary reason for giving a college chief-a
young woman once known
times the phone rang today, how
Feather light . • . beautifully
education
to women was to make to her Wellesley classmates as Soong
many paper plates we used, and bow
tailored ...
smart, comfortable,
life more interesting
to them and to Mel-ling, now the wife of Generaldurable. And so reasonably priced,
many times we played GLOOMY
you can have .everal. Step-Inmake them more interesting
to their issimo Chiang
Kat-shek,
Premier
and Combinations • . • for short
SUNDilY.
medium, tall figures.
.
families.
and virtual dictator of China.
The
anticipated
unpleasantness
"When there were candles to be
Mme. Chiang Kai-shek is directly
$2.00 to $5.00
of a week in isolation was changed
made, and such home occupations,"
responsible
for all air force activto genuine enjoyment
especially by
VICTORIA SHOPPE
she said, "the more women in the ity, from the purchase of planes to
THE MODERN
CORSETRY
the thoughtfulness
of: President
home the better. Maiden aunts were the preparation
of propaganda,
Mrs. D. Sitty, Graduate
Oorsettere
Blunt, Dean Burdick, Miss Hanson,
welcome.
But maiden aunts are
243 State St.
New London, Conn.
---:0:--Mrs. Cater, Miss Van Eps Burdick,
Phone 2,3542
not so welcome now-just
to sit by
Please Patronize Our Advertisers
Miss Oakes, Miss Harris, Mrs. Carthe firc and be supported".
men, and the "Negatives".
This, Miss Gildersleeve
declared,

Lucky Youth!

was a clothesl ine stretched
across
the room, from which were suspended the material answers to a brtde's

of the party.

SCIENTIFIC THINKING

COLLEGE GLIDERS
STARTING TRIALS

Activities of Typical North
Day of Quarantine Described

on a griddle."
---:0:---

Fifteen students
of Hardin-Stremons University
face expulsion because they showed disapproval
of
the Texas Tech band with rotten

, eggs

and stones.

More

than

200

South

Carolina

THE BEE HIVE
DEPARTMENT

STORE

SuggeSts TATTOO
CREAM
MASCARA
WATERPROOF

.••

NEEDS NO WA lEI: TO APPLY

Give your lashes exotic
darkness ... make them
seem twice their actual
length • . . lend them a
coaxing 011"1 •.• without
even a hint of artificiality.
No messy cake. No water
needed. Simply whisk it
Waterproof-stays
despite rain or tears 'till
you take it off. Can't
smart. Utterly harmless.
Tattoo your lashes!
00.

50~

BLA.O::, Bll.OWN,

BLOB

THE NEW YORK HO~PIT AL
SCHOOL OF NURSING
Associated

with

Cornell

Untverstty

students have signed the university
new "honor system" pledge.
---:0:--Even standards
of admission to

Opportunity for exceptional preparation
in
nursing, a profession for college women.

medical schools are urged by Dr.
Ray Lyman Wilbur of Stanford.

Director of the School of Nursing
525 East 68th Street, New York City

For further

infonnation

address:

CONNECTICUT

I Dr.Creative
Adams
Worship

. 1N
S
[ ?Cla otes

on

And a pretty social weekend was
this one! Connecticut's
representatives went hither and yon to houseparties, junior proms, Green Keys,
Derby Days, and tbe like. And just
to be different and substantiate
the

Since New Haven

is the nearest,

let's start out there.

Derby Day

D r. D avi d E . Adams of Mount
H o 1yo k e College declared that re··
.
1IglOD
IS an individually
creative
thing.
Truth,
beauty, even God,
Himself-aU
are recreated in one's
own life.
We have begun to think

Blair,

Martha

and Betty

Cahill,

Hope

Jean

there lived a man who thought

Joan

be had established
of a Supreme

Boyle attended
Barbara
Curtis

the Theta Chi House at Messachusetts State College.
From there, we

kins. And here is the mighty array
of Green Key goers : Mary Ran-

State

for Women. They were shown

the

to answer

wished

Institution

were

any questions

the

to ask.

---:0:---

of

then It exists.

from Page

1, Col. 3)

H·e IS an or d aine d Presbyminister.

nary.
terian

Always

interested

in

the

rela-

pecially in the Spring, when we sec
His creations all about us.
One
must feel as well as reason, have a
heart as well as a mind. Literature
and music are only the means
deepening our power to feel.

of employee
representation,
sharing, social insurance,

Kay Andrus, Betty Patton, Margaret Barrows, Mary Ellen Salam and

are his co-workers. Thus, the whole
He enjoys a wide acquaintance
experience
of worship
becomes a with
employers,
engineers,
labor

Betty Dixon.
Mary
visited Hanover.

creative

Now we'll hop over to Schenectcdy and Union College for a houseparty.
Virginia
Stentz and Gretchen Kemmer did the hopping. Cornell seems to be next in line with
Eunice Cocks the sale representative.

Another

dred Weitlich
We're

lone

was Mil-

wolf

at Colgate.

taking

a long

swoop

this

time, all the way down to Princeton
where Polly Mitchell,
Betty Hendrie,
Katherine
Smithies,
Mary
Mar,tin and Anne Weidman hit the

process.
---:0:---

--from Page

"Good Spirits" and
Winifred
Valentine

hiring,

promo-

1, Coil)

.

"Evil Spirits".
and
several

girls who have leading roles in the
dances are taking charge of this seetion of the Pageant.
The various committees in charge
are:
Properties-Marjorie
Abrabarns, chairman;
Doris Houghton,

Mary

grams in their churches.
His work
brings him into active cooperation
witb national
Jewish and Roman
Catholic

organizations
which frequently undertake with the Federal
Council, joint research, conferences,

I formu Iution of joint statean d tie
menta
relative
to unemployment
and industrial
situations.

Industrial Relations
Mr. Myers

with the American Friends Service
Committee
(Quakers)
in raising
money and clothing for their relief,

Smith

home with her to Schenectady.
Doris
Hougbton
had Mary
Elaine
De-

DeWolfe,
Barbar-a
Clark, Mildred
Rubinstein,
Doris Gorman, Clarin-

rehabilitation,
and adult education
("People's
University")
undertakings in the soft coal areas. He has

Wolfe and Beatrice Dodd as guests
at her home in Worcester;
as Doro-

da Burr, Jean Wilson, Elizabetlr
Jordan, Gwendolyn Jones, and Ellen Mayl;
Costumes-Jane
Guil-

made
plants
ments

Esther

Gobler took Virginia

thy Harris entertained
for the weekend.

Ruth Holmes

ford,

chairman;

Elizabeth

Mulford,

Clark, Helen
There
were several
visitors on Edith Frey, Barbara
MacAdam,
Mildred
Rubinstein,
Vircampus this week.
Grace Smythe
ginia
Mullen,
Elizabeth
Coe,
Beahad as a guest Ann Weissenbach;
Ann Chazen, her sister Ruth; and trice Dodd, Eleanor Clarkson, MarKay

Walbridge,

her

sister,

Nan.

Hazel Davenport
and Janet Benjamin also bad friends visiting them.
Of the alumni,
and Virginia
return.

Adelaide

Rochester

King were the ones to

Dorothy Pike, Jean Day,ton, Kay
Morgan, Aileen Guttinger and Margaret
On

Sniffen

went

a Horse"

to "Three

in Hartford,

Men
for

a

FRANK

first-hand
studies of many
having
significant
experiin constructive
industrial re-

lations, such
the Colorado
Rocky
others.
the

as the A. Nash
Fuel and Iron

Consumers'

Cooperative

F'or, d food and service; Elizabeth
D ixon,
chaperons;
and
Ramee
Birch, decorations.
following

members

of

Prest-

will act as chaperons:

dent Katherine

Blunt,

the

E.

Dean

Al-

verna Burdick, Dean Irene Nye, Dr.
and Mrs. J. Lawrence Erb, Dr. and
Mrs. Henry
Frances
The
from

W. Lawrence,

and Miss

Brett.
dance

Friday

9:00-1 :30 and

night

will be

readers is a beautiful piece of photography
by Frederick
Kaeser II,
one of the middle-west's. outstanding young photographers.
Requests
should be addressed
to Collegiate
Digest, P. O. Box 472, ~fadison,
Wisconsin.
---:0:--The number of college men applying for free
avy air training has
decreased

is open to all

BREAKFAST
TEA

YELLOW CAB

'Freshmen
and sophomores
interested in gathering and ar-

Phone 4321

ranging flowers for the Vesper
Services
please
send
their
names to Elizubeth
Taylor,
Box 8.

RUSTIC BEAUTY SHOP
Garde Bldg.

Formerly

Ship

o~y

by
Railway

Express
for

can handle laundry

you

very

easily

and

Simply notify the folks

by Railway Express

your laundry

good condition as when it left home.

ia Williams, chairman;

"Representative
dustry,"
and

SavBarbara

students

in 45 courses.

Our motor truck

will pick up the package at your door
at no extra charge.

as well as of pampWets and booklets on various phases of the relareligion

and industry.

College of the Air has enrolled
7,000

Express.

and Christian

NEWMAN

than

So think the idea over and telephone

cial progress

to

more

back as fresh and in as

of the churches in
and co-author of "So-

tions between

Junior

your laundry

is fast and depend-

Hand"-studies
social action;

Ideals,"

and

to religion
industry.

the
re-

and the churches

The

discussion

will

take place in \Vindbam parlors, and
students and faculty are invited.

Hotel

For service or information

telephone

RAILWAY EXPRESS AGENCY, Inc.

Union Station, New London, Conn.

Phone 8863-3864

RAILWAY EXPRESS
AGENCY

NATION·WIDE

INC.

RAIL·AIR

0

Chanrsee

It saves time

emy
of
Sciences.

Railway Express

r? 1:

J1j-()

If you wish,

it the same way.

you cab ship ucollect."

Railway

S'719

Horne

and ask them to

Jane de Olloqui, Mary Stewart, and
Helen Wiles; Program-A.
Virgin-

Hadley,

Phone

located in Mohican
Mae N. RUH

and sav:~

packages

return

325 State Street

Room 806

~",,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,""'''~

that you are shipping

Government in In"Religion
Lends
a

DINNER

June Moore. Manager

able and can be relied upon to get

Grace Hecht,

-

LUNCHEON

girJs.

.Englneers,
member of the Taylor
Society, and of the American Acad-

Martha Dautrich,
and Eleanor Geis-

-

Da.lly and Sunday.

line Bush, chairman; Agnes Savage,
Helen
Huston,
Elizabeth
Jordan,

Jean Younglove,
Kathryn Ekirch,

since last year.

in The Crocker House
Is serving

o'clock.
There will be a checking
service on the second floor for the

Co.,

Political
and
Social
He is the author
of

sharply

THE COFFEE SHOP

and detail, and loose change.

lating

":=:=:=:=:=:========~J

tickets; Dorothy
and
publicity;
waitresses;
Ann

or faculty members oI Connecticut
College
who send
10 cents
in
stamps or coin
to cover cost of
wrapping
and
postage.
This
is
truly an outstanding
offer, for the
original photograph
offered to our

ment in this country.
Mr. Myers is an associate of the
American
Society
of Mechanical

grades in full-year
courses.
In two years Ohio State's

'?7

sale of
printing
Mapes,

Co.,

Move-

Mr. !\IIyers will remain after
service for discussion on matters

AYER

Bissell,
Haney,
Blanche

economically.

Mountain
Fuel
Co., and
He is in close touch with

Brown University
I]as eliminated
mid-year examinations and semester

ELIZABETH

Joan Blair is general chairman
of the .Juntor Prom.
The other
members of her committee are Eliza

A
beautiful
sunset
lake-scene
photograph
of foll 8 by IO inch
size is offered free to all students

jery Weil, and Jane Judd;
Hummers-Jane
Guilford,
chairman;
Martha Dautrich;
Make-up-Char-

heirner; Ushers-Elizabeth
good laugh.
But we are sorry to
.chairman;
Publicity-Agnes
hear that the show was only "mediage, chait>man; E. Taylor,
ocre".
Clark.
---:0:-----:0:--ENGAGED

I, Col. 5)

is closely cooperating

Glover, Marjorie
Mortimer,
and Louise Newman; Music-Dorothy Leu, chairman;
Mary-Elaine

high spots.

Page

---:0:---

leaders, and progressive
ministers,
who are working out industrial pro-

FRESHMAN PAGEANT
SATUR'DAY, MAY 16;
ANNOUNCE FULL CAST
(Continued

housing, recreation,
tiron, e t c.

profitindustrial

dolph, Betty Chase, Miriam Everett, Jane Harris,
Elizabeth
Myers,

also

from

Collegiate Digest
Offers Photograph

eratlves, and later as personnel di- 8 :30-12 :00. Tickets are $3.00 per
rector of the Dutchess Bleachery,
couple and $2.00 stag.
Wappingers
Falls, N. Y., where he,
The receiving line at the Prom
was in charge of labor relations,
Saturday
night will begin at 10:00

Life becomes everlastingly
worth
living because God is in it, and men
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Please Patronise Our Advertisers

•

a

IOOO pound
hogshead of
leaf tobacco

•

gOIng on
here
••

.whats happening
in these 40 houses

-the curing and ageing of leaf tobacco,
that's what's going on.
Thousands of hogsheads of mild ripe
tobacco are under these roofs ... just lying
here ageing and sweetening and mellowing for Chesterfield cigarettes.
Like Rip Van Winkle, they sleep-the
tobaccosgetting mellower and milder
for the cigarette that Satisfies.

Radio

Entertainments

a Week

WEDNESDAY. 9 P.M (E.O.T.I
LILY PONS
WIth Kostelon .. tz Concert

Orchestre

Dnd Chorus

FRIDAY. 10 PM (E. O.T.I
KOSTELANETZ 45 PIECE DANCE ORCHESTRA
with KClyThompson
C1nd Roy Heethertcn
ond the Rhythm Singers
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